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1 Introduction

Pluralism in the teaching of property economics is rare (Schulte, 2002). According to a general self-selection thesis (Frank et al., 1993, 1996; Frey and Meier, 2003), one would expect that students who study property economics, usually as part of a course in real estate, self-select to be taught mainstream economics. This self-selection, the argument goes, justifies the continuation of business-as-usual (Frey and Meier, 2003) and, by implication, the non-inclusion of pluralism in property economics courses [Obeng-Odoom, (2016), pp.1–12]. Survey results (e.g., Weinstein and Worzala, 2008; Jayantha and Chiang, 2012) of where real estate economics graduates aspire to work, what they do at the workplace, and what they prefer to be taught seem to confirm this conclusion. A narrow curriculum matches narrow course expectations and career aspirations. Samuelson’s (1938) ‘revealed preference’ theory, inferring what people want
from what they actually buy, suggests that this selection is their free choice without probing the social provisioning of choices.

Recent work by social economists, however, calls the self-selection thesis into question, suggesting that there are elements of conditioning and systematic indoctrination. Institutional set-up, the choice of speakers at events to attract property economics students, the choice of readings, and the mix of real estate economics faculty exemplify various ways students can be conditioned [Obeng-Odoom, (2016), pp.1–12]. One may infer that, if property economics students were exposed to pluralist education, they might find it engaging and could potentially embrace it. Verifying these claims, however, is difficult because it is rare to find a pluralist subject within a property economics course or degree program.

My own experience in using a pluralist approach to teaching property and political economy (PPE) (a political economy subject with the code 16232) at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) in Australia, therefore, warrants careful study. Why was the subject developed? What educational philosophies guide the subject? Which pedagogical practices have been used? How have students responded?

To answer these questions, this paper draws on official subject outlines, various assessment packs and task sheets, the undergraduate courses guide (Faculty of Design, Architecture and Building [DAB], 2017), and several university-administered student surveys (UTS, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013a, 2014, 2016). The paper also utilises informal student and peer feedback obtained at various events. These data are complemented by student-administered questionnaires; feedback from the UTS graduate certificate in higher education course teachers; suggestions by other teachers and peers on the property economics course; and feedback from peers and mentors in other departments and schools.

I show that, although it is widely held by economists that students of (property) economics self-select to be taught mainstream economics, my experience suggests that a pluralist approach can be acceptable, effective and engaging for students. Although often described as ‘irrelevant’, major pedagogic revisions have considerably improved students’ ratings of the subject. This experience calls into question the view that property economics students are pre-committed to mundane vocational training to pursue personal wealth. However, it is a mistake to assume that students have an intrinsic desire to study pluralist political economy, even if well taught.

The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. The first provides the subject background and why we developed it in a pluralist manner. The second explains the underlying educational philosophies, while the third details the pedagogical practices and how they evolved. The fourth analyses the effectiveness of the teaching and learning practices.

2 Historical context

PPE commenced in the mid-1990s as ‘land studies’. It was first offered following a landmark ruling which established the principle (known as the ‘Mabo case’) that the indigenous people of Australia were the true and original custodians of Australian land in Australia. This verdict created a greater awareness of land rights, and a general feeling among the members of staff that the majority white population of Australian society had very limited understanding of communitarian land tenure systems. The immediate
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concern was to shed light on communal property in Australia and its relationship with land tenure systems more familiar to the Australian population.

The course also aimed to address three bigger issues: to demonstrate the links between social problems and property relations; to show that the dominant, Western property system is not necessarily the best solution to social problems; and to analyse the vast range of alternatives to the dominant system (Small, 2001). As property economics as a field of study was also lacking a coherent analytical methodology (for discussion, see Boydell, 2007), the new unit of study was also “intended to strengthen the academic depth of the property economics course by teaching the history, philosophy, and anthropology of property rights” 1.

Within this broad framework, the particular emphases of various teachers differed. At the beginning, greater emphasis was given to how different cultures understand property rights as well as various philosophies of property. Over the longer-term, however, there was pressure to make the subject more ‘industry relevant’ 2. Indeed, the most common criticism of the subject was that its content had no relevance to students’ work experiences and hence was of no immediate use to the job of a property economist. Other criticisms were that the subject was too advanced, required too much work, or used too many international examples. The university academic administrators and administrative academics asked the subject’s teachers over the years to answer queries about why the subject was poorly rated.

In 2014, as a new lecturer for this subject, I assumed full responsibility for its design and delivery. Although I had previously contributed a couple of lectures per year to the subject, the challenge of taking overall responsibility for its redesign brought new possibilities, but also uncertainties and challenges.

3 Educational philosophy

A starting point was the recognition that the field of property economics had originated in the work of early US institutional economics. I analysed the work of R.T. Ely, J.R. Commons, and Thorsten Veblen for inspiration. Ely’s official appointment as ‘professor of political economy’; his books on property such as Property and Contract in their Relations to The Distribution of Wealth (Ely, 1914); which have become the bedrock of PPE in the original institutional tradition; and the name of the field he pioneered (land economics), implied that the study of ‘property economics’ and ‘land economics’ should be seen as ‘PPE’. So, I redesigned the subject around two critical features: providing a direct challenge to mainstream neoclassical economics (as original institutional economics had done); and developing a distinctive political economy approach to addressing social problems and providing alternatives for a better society, economy, and environment. Ely (1938/2011) called this approach ‘look and see’.

This approach encourages property economists to combine practical knowledge with book knowledge, recognising that theory without practice is comatose and practice without reflection on its underlying theory is problematic. According to Ely (1938/2011, pp.186–187): “a man [sic] of knowledge, who habitually fears to take an active part in the work of life, is himself a wretched being and a useless member of society”; and, quoting his student J.R. Commons, he pointed to the other extreme: “experience without brains”. The look and see approach, however, was the common theme for economists who
opposed crude deductivism and embraced, instead, evolutionary inductivism which combined deductivism with actual experience (Ely, 1938/2011). These institutional economists were also political economists.

I decided to draw on a wider range of perspectives on land economics – beyond institutional economics, however, including Georgist economics, Marxist economics, ecological, feminist, and stratification/postcolonial economics.

To accompany these pluralist changes, I adopted a new, consistent teaching philosophy based less on disseminating professional and technical experience and more on dialogue. A *dialogical* philosophy draws on student experiences in an ongoing dialogue between the students and the teacher (Freire, 1970). Unlike teaching philosophies based on the ‘banking model’ of education for which students are considered empty bank accounts, with the teacher solely making deposits, I make it a key part of my teaching to recognise that ideas have materialist foundations and are continuously contested.

Thus, theories need must be seen in the context of competing interests, related to the class structure in society. Ideas that legitimise the position of the powerful more easily flourish than those questioning the status quo. It is because of this dynamic that, in spite of recurrent economic crises arising from the implementation of mainstream economics, the core curriculum of mainstream economics has maintained its continuity and dominance (Thornton, 2014, 2015, 2017). In turn, students, with specific material conditions need to share their experiences and reflect on them in the same way that I share my experiences and invite students to consider the experiences of others (Freire, 1970). In this way, I recognise the limits of my own knowledge and open up for contributions by students. My philosophy, then, is to teach how to think.

### 3.1 Pedagogical practices

One key pedagogical challenge in my three-hour weekly meetings with students is to keep them sufficiently interested for this long period of time. My approach has been to give a one hour lecture, dialogue with the students over two readings (one mainstream; the other political economy) during the second hour, and then invite the students to dialogue with each other in a debate on a controversial topic around property (e.g., mining, social, and ecological tensions) in the third hour. The aim is to create enthusiasm among students and actively encourage them to question existing social relations influencing how property is interpreted.

I have taken a number of interrelated steps to further develop these pedagogical practices. First, I have actively sought the advice of leading political economy teachers and the previous teachers of the subject as well as colleagues in the School of Built Environment; and actively sought feedback from past and current students. Among those consulted is Australia’s leading teacher of political economy, Frank Stilwell – described by Thornton (2014, p.113) as “a true pioneer of pluralist economics teaching”. I have observed Stilwell’s teaching practice by attending some of his lectures and watching others on vimeo (https://vimeo.com/24159128). I have noted his strategies, and discussed them with him – usually over lunch – encouraging reflection on why he did what. I have also met past students of the course to seek their feedback on subject outline sent to them prior to meeting, and asked them to offer suggestions on how to make the subject work better for students. Out of such meetings, I have been persuaded to use Youtube videos of TED Talks, for example, to enliven my classes.
I have also come to realise that, in the dialogical approach to teaching, it is important to know students personally. So, open information and orientation days provide an important opportunity to learn more about students in contrast with the practice of mainstream property economics teachers who attend such days apparently to ingrain capitalist property behaviours in prospective or new students. For instance, at the University of Sunshine Coast in Australia, one lecturer is explicit about how he uses his attendance to get prospective students to “play serious property games” that is, to “buy, hold and sell Sunshine Coast property to get rich” [Boyd, (2016), p.36]. According to this view, encouraging aggressive competitive behaviour and property investment is the best way to learn about property. In his own words: “in playing property, ruthlessness in game play is encouraged through player-to-player communication where students are free to assist or mislead their peers” [Boyd, (2016), p.36]. These ‘property games’ show how prospective property economics students may be indoctrinated to be materialistic, individualistic, and utility-maximising, consistent with the findings of Frank et al. (1993, 1996) and Frey and Meier (2003).

Following the established pluralist education tradition in political economy (see, for instance, Butler et al., 2009; Stilwell, 2011), I set out, instead, to broaden the world views of prospective students when I attend such events. I seek to understand why students come to study property economics. Doing so helps me better design my subject to pay attention to students’ experiences. Between 2016 and 2017, I asked students who visited the property economics desk during open days at the university where I teach, the questions in Table 1.

As students visit the desk mainly to seek information and are often in a hurry to check out other courses, I only had 19 respondents. Their responses, nevertheless, are revealing. Of the total, only five persons wanted to become property developers; three considered becoming property developers but were unsure; and the remaining respondents did not know what career paths to follow: they simply wanted to try out the property economics course. Of the 19 respondents, twelve obtained course information from their family members; the rest obtained information from elsewhere such as teachers and the Universities Admissions Centre (UAC). Regardless of their information sources, most of the respondents (16) wanted to take the course to enhance their chances of getting a job, although the remaining three highlighted that they simply wanted to take the course for ‘intellectual reasons’. A small majority of the students had relatives who worked in the property industry.

These findings are consistent with my own observations and those of colleagues with whom I attend information and orientation days. Some potential students are accompanied by parents urging them to take property economics. Many such parents are already working in the property industry themselves. In most cases, however, parents are also curious to know what the course is about. Often, many prospective students and their parents like the ‘economics’ label of the course, but are wary that abstract theorisation or mathematics/econometrics would neither be enjoyable nor enhance post-graduation employment.
Table 1  Property economics open day questions for prospective students in property economics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 Why do you want to study property economics?                          | a To become a property developer/valuer/fund manager/property manager/estate agent  
b To become something else (such as………………………) other than in ‘a’ above, but I am not sure  
c I do not know: I just want to try it out                              |
| 2 Who told you about property economics generally (that is not only about UTS property economics)? | a Family member/s and/or friends  
b Teachers and/or mentors  
c Other (please specify, e.g., did you read about it/did you hear about it from a stranger?) |
| 3 In question 2 above, what reason/s did they give to encourage you to study property economics? | a It will make you rich  
b It will enhance your chances of getting a job  
c Other (please specify) |
| 4 Are you related to somebody who works in the property industry?        | Yes [ ] No [ ]                                                           |

Source: Author, 2016, 2017

These results and observations at open and information days have shaped how I engage with students. For prospective students, I try to first highlight what is in the program brochure:

“If you’ve thought about a career in business, economics or property, the Bachelor of Property Economics will provide the edge you need to get started in a global industry. In this degree you will learn the specialist knowledge required to enter the property sector, with skills in property valuation, market analysis, investment and development. … There are many opportunities for graduates: you may work for a property developer, funds manager or real estate advisory firm. Notable positions include working as a property valuer, asset manager, market analyst or finance specialist. Others include sales and acquisitions, property researcher and corporate real estate advisory roles. These positions are the foundation for more strategic roles, including funds and development manager careers [Faculty of Design, Architecture and Building (DAB), (2017), p.33].

Next, I draw the attention to opportunities in the public and nongovernmental sectors. Property economists might also work for governments or in the public sector agencies dealing with urban planning or the provision of housing. I highlight that the skills of property economists could be in useful demand in non-governmental organisations, especially those concerned with affordable housing.

Then, I explain the wider reach of property economics. I highlight that property economists also study the property basis of the economy, the property basis of social problems; and hence the course seeks to develop a property economics approach to addressing social problems and changing existing social relations. I try to dialogue with students on the need to develop skills such as the ability to analyse the institutional and social basis of the economy-society-environment milieu, being able to show the role of land in political economic processes and developing the skills to analyse the role of
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institutions such as property in global sustainability, prosperity, and social justice. Topics include the role of the propertied class and problematic property relations in economic crisis, famine, and migration, continuing global inequalities and poverty, discrimination, gentrification, and racism.

Exposure to such issues could be useful background for positions with the Food and Agricultural Organisation, the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, United Nations Human Settlement Programme, United Nations Environmental Programme, the Asian Development Bank, and the African Development Bank. Locally, positions in the public service, local government, and regulatory agencies of the public sector are all possibilities for property economists as are independent economic consultants, advocates, and activists in think tanks and other non-governmental organisations. I also highlight the possibility to become political economy teachers and researchers – not just property market analysts for corporate interests.

This emphasis prepares the ground for when students are enrolled. I present the subject as developing four fundamental themes in property economics, namely: core concepts, theories, and approaches in property rights debates; property, the extractive industries, and society; political economy of Indigenous property rights; and property and the green economy. I clarify that the subject is global in orientation, but draws on examples and experiences from Australia and the Asia-Pacific region. I teach a wider range of economic viewpoints (such as Georgist land economics, Marxist economics, and institutional economics); rather than conventional real estate economics based on neoclassical ideas. I make the case for pluralism as the most effective antidote to both intellectual and political bias and as a compass for exploring alternatives for a better world (see, Stilwell, 2005, 2006, 2011, 2012).

Because pedagogical practices usually work better if they are articulated within students’ experiences, I have tried to make it a point to learn students’ names and try to get a sense of their interests and aspirations. Outside lectures, I have tried to create opportunities to meet students one-on-one; for example, through creating study groups that can meet me outside class hours. I have also tried to ensure good quality communications that foster dialogue.

More formally, I have undergone a structured teacher training course, including a series of sessions on course design and assessment (010043). During this program, my PPE subject outline was evaluated for ‘constructive alignment’ (Biggs and Tang, 2011). Based on that exercise, it was commended in some aspects, but criticism, notably by the course coordinator and my reflections, indicated that it required an overhaul in three respects. First, its aims were too many and how they were to be achieved in teaching and assessments were unclear. Second, how the subject promised to develop the required UTS graduate attributes was not always effective. Third, the description of the subject did not sufficiently convey to students:

a what the subject does, how and when
b what specific skills and attributes are developed in the subject and in what ways
c how the subject is assessed to achieve its intended aims consistent with its own spirit.

In short, the subject was lacking in constructive alignment.

Setting out to reconstruct the subject based on this feedback, I reduced the subject aims, making them more succinct and more strongly centred on the subject’s core
strength: critical thinking, writing, presentation and research in property economics. I also overhauled the description of the subject, revised the assignments, and their weighting.

In addition, and based on previous student feedback, I became more selective in my choice of recommended readings, relying on the most engaging, succinct, and relevant articles. I strengthened the focus of the Asia-Pacific region and on the advanced capitalist countries, especially Australia with which even international students were familiar. My suggested readings became typically shorter than previously, although those with strong student endorsement remained in the revised outline.

To ascertain the adequacy of my revisions, I took three further steps. First, I asked the coordinator of the course design and assessment course for feedback. Second, I asked for some feedback from previous teachers and others specialising in the broader area of the subject. Third, I shared my draft with former students of the subject for comments and fortunately received feedback from five of seven. While this feedback confirmed the view that the subject had transformed, it also generated additional suggestions that I incorporated in the subject.

4 Educational outcomes

Judging the effectiveness of teaching is seldom simple, especially because outcomes tend to be contingent on both personal and external factors. The principal means are university administered online questionnaires and focus groups run by external marketing firms or internal marketing departments. While these approaches have their place, they have limitations as the sole basis for judging the effectiveness of teaching and learning. Their impersonal character removes the teacher from the assessment process and gives equal weight to the assessment of students who may never have attended any classes at all but can have access to a computer to complete online surveys. Standard student feedback surveys (SFS) can also be biased against pluralist courses because they do not probe the complexities that define pluralist pedagogies. Such surveys also tend to encourage easy grading (Schneider, 2013).

What are the alternatives? One is to redesign SFS to focus on seeking feedback on whether the students’ views have been challenged in fundamental ways. Another is to seek peer review of teaching material and/or teaching practices (Schneider, 2013). A third is to use a variety of data, including student-centred and administered questionnaires, self-reflection by students, and observations by teachers (Stilwell, 2011, 2012). What makes this last option preferable is the advantage of triangulating the teaching and learning experience from different perspectives, which is consistent with a pluralist pedagogy.

4.1 Self-reflection and peer review

Ultimately, of course, the teacher determines what changes to make in the light of feedback and critical reflections. In reflecting on the changes I have made to PPE since 2014 and seeking to self-evaluate, I draw on the idea of ‘constructive alignment’ (Biggs and Tang, 2011) which identifies three iterative tests to be applied, the outcomes of which determine further steps (e.g., type of feedback) to be taken to enhance alignment (Boud and Falchikov, 2007; Biggs and Tang, 2011). First, do the assessment tasks test
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whether the learning objective has been achieved? Second, what intermediate steps (learning activities and intermediate feedback/feedforward) have been taken and reinforced between positing the learning objectives and carrying out the assessment? Third, do these intermediate steps orient and reinforce the contribution to successfully completing the assessment tasks and hence the learning objectives? As curriculum (re)design is an ongoing process, my intention is not to claim victory/failure but to continue with my self-evaluation to be complemented with future student responses. The three interlocking assessment tasks used in the subject are diagrammatically represented in Figure 1. These tasks also seek to develop five graduate attributes, namely: communication and group work (C); attitudes and values (A); practical and professional (P); research and critique (R); and innovation and creativity (I); CAPRI, for short.

Figure 1  Assessment tasks, PPE (see online version for colours)

As shown in Figure 1, the assessment tasks for my PPE subject entail debates, essays, and examination helping to develop CAPRI in various ways. The first assessment task is a 1,500 word critical review of one of the student readings (which highlight, summarise, clarify, and extend key controversies in the debates/tutorials, and readings). The assessment task is intended to achieve the third aim of the subject: “critically analyse existing property-based proposals for reform grounded in careful reasoning and systematic research”.

The second assessment is in two parts. The first part is a debate and the second, class participation (involving contribution to class discussion of set readings, answering tutorial questions, judging peers in a debate and submitting both oral and written statement of the verdict, and time-keeping during a debate). This second assessment is intended to achieve the first two aims of the subject:

1. comprehend and be able to explain the property basis of global social problems
2. evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of contested perspectives on property and social problems, while presenting convincing and reasoned arguments to a variety of audiences.
The third assessment task is an examination to test the fourth aim of the subject: “apply the skills developed in PPE to real world problems in conditions under which property economists work”.

These assessments are not only internally interlocking but also externally integrated. As shown in Figure 2, the learning objectives drive the learning activities which, in turn, feed in to the assessment tasks.

**Figure 2** Alignment between the current assessment tasks, the learning activities and learning objectives in PPE (see online version for colours)

There is a strong alignment within the assessment tasks and between the current assessment tasks on the one hand and the learning activities and objectives on the other. The assessment tasks have been designed so that completing one prepares the students for the next task. Aside from this internal coherence (Figure 1), the assessment tasks also align well with the learning objectives/graduate attributes. Thus, tasks reinforce one another in seeking to achieve agreed learning objectives.

I use feedback throughout the semester to help to keep the various parts of the subject aligned. The nature of the feedback ranges from feed forward (feedback given on draft essays/answers to questions about essays before they are due) to feedback (summative and formative written feedback ranging from half to one page and oral feedback, where need be).

### 4.2 University-administered students’ feedback survey

As Table 2 shows, overall student satisfaction with PPE has improved in student ratings since 2014. In all areas, more students strongly agree that the subject is satisfactorily taught; and the overall SFS score has been substantially higher than in the previous three years. Qualitative responses contained in the questionnaires had comments such as “I received constructive feedback when needed”, “good feedback on assignments”, “yes the feedback helped very much so”, “provided constructive feedback throughout every class”, “was very good at giving written feedback which assisted in future assignment” [UTS, (2014), p.2] and “provided well-structured classes, with class debates, discussions
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and lectures. Work was explained with effective concepts and the class was operated at a high level” [UTS, (2014), pp.3–4].

Table 2 Key indicators in the students’ feedback survey (SFS) results, 2010–2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled (no.)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding (no.)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate (%)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall satisfaction for subject quality</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall satisfaction with staff member</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The assessment of staff member is that of the lead teacher. This is important because the teacher carries out between 85–90% of the instruction needed. In 2010, for example, there were three teachers for this subject, but each taught only about one session. Often, the lead teacher coordinates and teaches the subject and also prepares objectives and aims. I started leading the teaching of the subject in 2014 and I have typically taught the subject alone.

Source: UTS student feedback survey (SFS) various years

The scores for overall satisfaction with both quality of the subject and the quality of the faculty member’s contribution have increased substantially. For example, between 2011 and 2016, the rating for the quality of the subject increased from 2.54 to 3.80. Around the same time, the rating of the contribution of faculty rose from 3.69 to 4.25. The ratings of the subject compare favourably with the average of the Bachelor of Property Economics degree or course. In 2011, PPE ratings were 1.18 points below the property economics course. Similarly, in 2012, the PPE unit of study was rated 0.87 points below the average subject quality rating of the property economics course. In 2014, when I took over the development of the subject for the first time, PPE was again rated less favourably than the course-wide average although by a lower margin of 0.42.

Figure 3 Overall satisfaction with quality of unit/subject, 2011–2016 (see online version for colours)

Source: UTS SFS various years
Then, in 2016, the new PPE received better ratings. In terms of content, the overall satisfaction for PPE was 3.80 points, while that for the Bachelor of Property Economics degree or course was only 3.68. Similarly, as Figure 4 shows, the overall satisfaction with the staff member teaching the PPE unit of study has become higher than the average of the property economics course or degree programme.

**Figure 4** Overall satisfaction with teacher, 2011–2016 (see online version for colours)

In 2016, the staff member of the new PPE unit was rated at 4.25 which was much higher than both the average overall property economics ratings in 2016 (3.92) and its five-year (2011–2016) average (3.95).

University-run students’ feedback surveys, however, do not tell us everything we need to know about quality teaching. A particular concern is its inability to contextualise the feedback of students who do not consistently attend classes. Feedback from such students is valuable, of course, but it must be contextualised because in a dialogical approach to teaching, face-to-face meeting is a crucial pedagogic practice in the learning process. So, it is important to zoom in on the evaluation of students who actually attend classes and do so consistently.

### 4.3 Student-administered questionnaires

One way to capture the assessment of such students is to place the collection of feedback in the hands of students themselves in a survey that is neither pre-announced nor pre-planned. This approach has been used by some teachers at the Department of Political Economy at the University of Sydney (Stilwell, 2011). Unlike SFS models which are mainly based on the banking model of education, this model is based on a dialogical philosophy which relates student effort to teaching effort before making a judgment of the learning experience (Freire, 1970). For the survey of my class, a student volunteered to conduct the survey, collect the responses, and seal them. The responses were anonymous and I was not present. Table 3 contains the results of the surveys conducted in 2014 and 2016.
Table 3  Overall satisfaction with PPE, 2014–2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (very poor)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (excellent)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*responding/enrolled</td>
<td>35: 51</td>
<td>39: 92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *38 students answered the survey in 2014, but three had to be excluded because they did not specifically answer the question on overall satisfaction. These three had provided very positive feedback on other questions such as “what is your assessment of the administration of the subject?” (q 5) and “what is your assessment of the feedback you have received from your lecturer?” (q 6).

Source: Student-administered survey, 2014

Based on the responses summarised in Table 3, 71% of the students responding to the survey in 2014 regarded the subject as very good or excellent. In 2016, the share of students offering the same positive evaluation of the subject increased to 85%. This evidence shows that PPE has improved its effectiveness in engaging students. However, the jury is still out whether the students are convinced of the need for pluralism in their economics education. In 2014, the survey contained the question: “what is your assessment of the subject [PPE] against the attached UTS graduate attributes for the property course” (q.7). These attributes, CAPRI, in short, are shown here in Table 4.

Developing the attributes in Table 4 is what the property economics course is supposed to do, although it is not expected that any one subject within it will achieve all the attributes. So what the students were rating was how well PPE contributes to the graduate attributes.

Table 5 summarises their responses. The students’ rating for communication and interpersonal skills, for research and critical thinking; and for attitudes and values were notably positive: in the former case 73% thought the subject was either good (4) or excellent (5) and in the latter case 76% did so. However, the ratings in relation to other attributes were lower: only 53% for ‘practical and professional skills’ and 61% of students rating PPE for contribution to ‘innovation and creativity’.

It is possible that the relatively low ratings of the subject in terms of its contribution to ‘practical and professional skills’ reflected the high proportion of students who were already working as valuers, property managers, and property developers. This interpretation is grounded in the qualitative responses to question 8: “on the basis of your assessment in question 7, would you say that the study of PPE is fundamental in the education of the modern property economist?” Only eight students strongly agreed, ten other students agreed, and 13 students were undecided, one student strongly disagreed and two students disagreed.
Table 4  Assesment of PPE against graduate attributes for UTS undergraduate property course, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication and interpersonal skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 Ability to effectively use oral communication in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Ability to effectively communicate in writing in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Ability to work effectively in a team in a built environment context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 Ability to effectively apply new communication technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Ability to communicate complex ideas to a varied audience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudes and values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 Ability to identify ethical issues and make ethical judgements in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 Ability to manage cultural diversity and indigenous perspectives to meet stakeholders’ objectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practical and professional skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 Ability to correctly apply valuation theory and practice in the valuation of property for different purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 Ability to make investment decisions in various contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 Ability to apply economic theory in analysing property markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 Ability to apply planning principles in various contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 Ability to apply financial principles in various contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Ability to apply knowledge of law and regulations in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 Ability to understand sustainability and environmental issues in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 Ability to formulate methodology for independent research projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research and critical thinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 Ability to engage critical and reflective thinking in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 Ability to source, evaluate and use information within defined parameters (research application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 Ability to analyse, structure and report the results of research (research skills)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 Ability to apply appropriate referencing in written communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 Ability to demonstrate judgement in critical analysis of independent research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation and creativity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1 Ability to develop and formulate creative solutions to built environment issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 Ability to be adaptable to changing processes, developments, methodologies and technologies in built environment contexts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UTS (2013b) code-named ‘GA/UGProperty/Feb2013’

One student wrote “I don’t think it is at all relevant, to be honest. I don’t understand why I need to know about topics such as food crisis when I want to become a property developer”. In a formal in-class debate on whether the PPE unit of study is fundamental to the work of property economists, with students acting as judges, the ‘against’ team of debaters won by a unanimous decision. Their general case was that the work of a property economist is to value, develop, sell, or manage real estate or real estate funds
and, for that purpose a pluralist subject like PPE is less fundamental. The team speaking for the motion did not show that, even in such roles, pluralist political economy could help to nudge the system away from problems such as recurrent financial crises, property-based inequality, land expropriation and food crises (see, for example, Ely, 1917, 1925; Boydell et al., 2009; Sheehan, 2012; Connolly, 2014; Gaffney, 2015; Obeng-Odoom, 2014, 2017). The ‘against’ team made a much simpler and stronger case. Outside the strictures of the formal debate, however, some students continue to show stronger appreciation and higher levels of enthusiasm for the study of PPE and pluralism in economics education.

Table 5  Overall rating of PPE against graduate attributes, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Communication and interpersonal skills</th>
<th>Attitudes and values</th>
<th>Practical and professional skills</th>
<th>Research and critical thinking</th>
<th>Innovation and creativity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (very poor)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (excellent)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Student-administered survey, 2014

4.4 Qualitative evaluations from students: emphasis on unsolicited student feedback

Qualitative evaluations gleaned from both university-run surveys and student-administered questionnaires have clarified what students find appealing about PPE teaching. One student noted in the open-ended section of the 2016 SFS that “[the lecturer] listened to our criticism of lecture slides and improved them which I’m very happy about”. In 2014, another student noted, “I think the management of the class improved leaps and bounds over the semester, so maybe just keep it up. Nice work”.

In the student-administered questionnaires of 2016, one respondent noted that “[teacher] takes care of his students and wants the best out of their university education” (feedback for PPE 2016 student questionnaire). Another student noted, “I have never had a lecturer remember my name after an entire year. Properly, he wants us to succeed!” (feedback for PPE 2016 student questionnaire, emphasis in original). Another wrote “memorising student’s names is awesome” (feedback for PPE 2016 student questionnaire). A third observed that “[teacher] replies within a few hours to every e-mail I have sent him” (feedback for PPE 2014 student questionnaire). These comments confirm that being interested in the personal experiences and needs of students is important in shaping their perceptions of quality. Indeed, it is probably reasonable to infer from the experience and evidence that these pedagogical features were more highly valued and influential on learning outcomes than the pluralist character of the curriculum.

Some students could recognise connections between subject matter and teaching practices, though. As one student put it “very interesting topics, which provides a snapshot of the greater effects the construction industry has on the world. Also, [teacher’s] enthusiasm and passion for teaching is very motivating” (feedback for PPE
2016 student questionnaire). Another noted, “interactive and interesting way of learning content + hearing different opinions” (feedback for PPE 2014 student questionnaire).

Subsequent unsolicited student feedback has also confirmed the positive evaluation of PPE. One student identified the importance of the subject in developing students’ ability to think for themselves, writing, “you’ve really expanded and challenged my perspective on how to analyse the world. I’ve only really been taught what to think, not how to think, so I really appreciate all the comments on my essay – I always welcome constructive criticism!” (female student, e-mail sent to me on 11 September 2014, emphasis in original). Another identified a distinctive political economy strength of pluralism and its inherent democratic character of persuasion over indoctrination and open-ness over tunnel-vision, writing that “you have opened my eyes to the expansive world of economics. I, like you, hope to impact people’s perception of current economic systems. I hope you find this book interesting and informative. Thanks for being the most outstanding, personable lecturer” (male student, a statement handwritten in a book by Naomi Klein – This Changes Everything – which the student gave me after the end of our meetings in 2014). A third student stressed that, unlike other units of study in the property economics course, PPE is educational; not vocational, committed to education rather than training, and having analytical/ethical foundations. In her own words: “You’ve shown me how important property is in our economy but more importantly how economic theory can impact a nation. I once believed the capitalist way was the only way, but since taking your classes I’ve started to question if sometimes the capitalist way compromise morals and if the costs out way [sic] the benefits” (female student’s response to an e-mail from me asking whether she will be studying more, 16th January 2017).

5 Conclusions

So, is teaching pluralist political economy to property economics students mission impossible? The experience in teaching PPE within a mainstream property economics degree or programme at the University of Technology Sydney shows that pluralism in economics education can flourish even in a mainstream property economics programme. This finding is consistent with the experience of the political economy teaching within the former Faculty of Economics at the University of Sydney (see Butler et al., 2009; Stilwell, 2006, 2011, 2012), where political economy electives were well received by students, including those enrolled in mainstream economics course. In other words, the evidence against the self-selection thesis is quite strong: if given the opportunity, and well-taught, student enthusiasm for a pluralist and potentially more challenging and radical alternative can be nurtured, and can change students’ understandings and outlooks.

The patterns of success of political economy subjects are better explained by social provisioning rather than self-selection. However, merely putting the case for pluralism is unlikely to enhance students’ interest, especially for those students at my own university who, unlike the students at the University of Sydney, are not enrolled in a comprehensive political economy program. However, as this article has shown, even in a more conservative vocationally-oriented educational context, the case for pluralism can be more effectively put, if it is complemented with pedagogic revisions. The latter include
reorienting the content of the subject towards real world issues, directly challenging what students know, and offering alternatives for social change

making the teaching methods dialogical

establishing closer alignment between aims, assessment, and teaching processes which, as I have shown, enhance student interest.

There is clearly more room for improvement and greater need for additional studies to ascertain how the skills developed by students who have experienced pluralism in their studies percolate the output of property economists in the workforce. Also pertinent is studying the experiences of former students who now work in broader fields of property economics, such as urban economic development and international land policy, to ascertain how PPE has helped in their role – and using that information to develop ways of making PPE a better unit of study. Such future investigative studies can identify ways to create, maintain, and develop property economists who have been exposed to pluralism in economics education and are willing to confront the property-based structures of capitalism that they studied at university.
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